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History
For nearly two decades, investment management firms have 
sought out InfoSystems Integrated’s particular expertise in 
building and integrating customized reporting systems to 
support their sophisticated businesses.  During this time, ISI 
has developed a unique library of programs and tools to 
address the full spectrum of reporting required by financial 
firms.

Now, ISI offers its enterprise class reporting modules for a 
fraction of their original cost.  To firms that recognize the 
complex nature of reliable, automated, high-quality report 
production, these solutions are invaluable.

Custom Reports
ISI has created Advent reports since 1990 and developed 
custom reports using Report Writer Pro, REPLANG, Crystal 
Reports, SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS), Visual Basic, 
VBA, scripts, macros and compound reports.  ISI built its first 
account summaries in 1993.   With unparalleled knowledge  
of the various methods of report writing and investment 
management reporting requirements, ISI can rapidly create 
uniquely engaging reports for your clients.

Data Extraction
There are limits to what can be done within Advent’s report-
ing enviroment.  Sigma leverages ISI’s xPort engine to extract 
the data contained in Axys/APX.  Once this data has been 
extracted, a new world of reporting possibilities emerges 
through the use of Crystal Reports and SSRS.

Client Billing
ISI developed its first client billing system in 1991.  Even then, 
the billing system handled basic billing logic in which certain 
accounts were not charged fees and selected assets were not 
billed.  EZ-Fee is ISI’s fourth generation billing system.  
Selected logic from the previous three generations remains, 
but the architecture of the program has been enhanced to 
support a nearly unlimited number of payees and fee 
schedules.

The sum of our solutions may be the answer for your firm
Report Packaging
ISI created its first system to automate report package 
production from a combination of reporting environments in 
1993.  In 2003, ISI developed Encore, a PDF packaging 
system.  This system assembles report content from a wide 
variety of report and document sources.

Secure Web Access to Client Statements
Secure Document Server (SDS) enables ISI’s customers to 
take the reports they package with Encore and quickly make 
them available to their clients in a secure web based environ-
ment.  SDS also makes other client specific documents 
available through a secure “lockbox” feature.

The Sigma Reporting Suite is a comprehensive reporting 
solution that produces cutting-edge portfolio summary 
reports, supports complex billing requirements, automates 
quarterly report packaging, and enables secure web access 
to client reports.

With Sigma, your staff becomes the report production 
managers, not the report producers.  Sigma optionally 
implements a client-server methodology to offload the 
time-consuming task of generating reports to resources 
dedicated to the process.

Reports and report packages are generated through the use 
of a dedicated report production machine maintained for 
that specific purpose.  Sigma anticipates trouble with report 
generation, handles errors, and optionally alerts the report 
production manager with emails detailing specific excep-
tions and messages indicating the status of processing at 
regular intervals.

The architecture of Sigma is scalable, like the businesses for 
which it was developed.  As your business grows, you can 
add more production systems to speed the report produc-
tion process.  This means that whether your business gener-
ates a hundred packages or thousands of packages, the 
technology works.  
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